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On Saturday, I had the pleasure of being invited by Total (thank you Pierre-Marie) to watch Free
Practice 3 from the guest box in the Caterham F1 Team pit garage in Singapore.  Even as a
seasoned Formula 1 follower, it was a bit of an eye opener.
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First, the walk in the paddock to the garage still feels pretty amazing. There are a lot of familiar
faces that you usually see on TV.  We then watched the start of the GP2 feature race during
breakfast (nice bacon and eggs) in the team hospitality unit (thank you Caterham F1 Team -
very kind). All the drivers there (Heikki Kovalainen, Vitaly Petrov and Alexander Rossi) had their
eyes glued to the TV screen. You are either a race driver or you are not, right?

  

When done with our meal, we moved to the garage for the engine warm-up, where we could
also follow the end of the GP2 race. This took place 90 minutes before the start of FP3.

  

After a quick tour of the garage which included seeing the thermometre (34.1 C), the Total
lubricant analyser and the engine room, we made our way to the box, located behind Vitaly's
car.
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Rule number 1, you cannot take pictures of the cars from behind. Rule number 2, you cannot be
in the way of anyone in the garage (the very reason for the guest box).   You are given a 'listen
only' radio to protect you ears and to hear pit-to-car and pit-to-garage communications.

  

During the warm-up, the exhausts go into a pipe, so that we don't breath exhaust gases, the
engines get started as well as being both warmed and cooled, at the same time, by what looks
like big aircon units.   The whole process takes about 45 minutes and finishes when the engine
cover is put back on. Everything feels calm, well organised and under control.

  

There is then a mini break, during which we bumped into a few people and Daniel Ricciardo
was one of the nicest guys out there. Very patient too. See the picture posted on our Facebook
page  (which we do not have
the rights to display here).

  

We're back in the box 15 minutes before the start of this 60 minute session. The first thing that
was surprising is how little of the session is actually spent on track.  The cars go out for an
installation lap then back into the pits for about 20 minutes. Then both drivers go out for a ten
lap stint on the harder compound (the soft Pirelli tyre here).
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When back, a TV monitor is given to the driver to study telemetry.  The tyres come off the car
and you can definitely feel the heat radiating when the mechanic takes them past you to the
back.  A long conversation follows between Vitaly Petrov and his engineer about how to cure
the understeering that is happening "everywhere" without destroying the tyres, qualifying or race
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pace. It is akin to a long negociation about what the driver wants and what the engineer will
allow. Front wing angles, KERS maps, suspension, camber, every aspect gets discussed,
inclusive of Heikki's set up and telemetry.  In the end, only the front wing is increased by one
degree and the option tyre are put on for a three lap qualifying simulation. Engines are started
again and both drivers go back on track.

  

All the team members (including the Renault Sport F1 and Total engineers) were all smiles
when they noticed Vitaly was a fast as Sergio Perez in the Sauber in sectors 1 and 2. This
quickly changed when he lost the car in Turn 21 and smashed the right rear into the wall.
Everyone went into a frenzy, preparing the garage for the stricken car and readying for a gear
box change.

  

And this is where it ended for me, due to the amount of work required and the number of limited
paddock passes. Now you know what to expect if you ever get to spend some time in the
paddock.

  

A few things did catch my eye whilst I was there. When the cars went out for the installation lap,
there was so much dust in the garage after working on the cars that the floor got distinctively
clearer when the mechanics swept it clean. Another thing was the tool box trays in front of me -
that are made of carbon fibre. Finally I also noticed that the quality of the radio communications
are actually much better when heard on TV than when in the actual garage. Like me, you've
probably read about this in Autosport or F1 Racing and probably wondered why the complaints.
The TV guys obviously do a great job.

  

In the end, all ended well. The Caterham F1 mechanics did a superb job to repair the damage
and Vitaly was able to outpace Heikki in Qualifying.

  

Hint: the number of paddock passes is so restricted, there is a constant influx to guests coming
and going out of the box, including some Renault Sport F1 employees from Viry-Chatillon in
France and Paddock Club guests.

  

Do you like what you’ve read here? Please leave a comment below.
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